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with Portugal, of which Dilke (then under-secretary for foreign
affairs) was the author. By it the old and shadowy claims which
Portugal had over the coast astride the Congo estuary were, in
return for certain concessions,, recognized by Great Britain on a
generous scale. Three parties at once took umbrage—France,
Germany, and King Leopold; they declared, very reasonably,
that the status of the Congo could not be settled by any two
nations over the heads of the rest. It was just at this time that
Gladstone's Egyptian policy had made Great Britain dependent
upon Germany's goodwill at Cairo, and Bismarck did not mind
treating Granville with a certain roughness. In June the British
government withdrew the Dilke Convention; and in November
a full-dress Conference met at Berlin, where Bismarck presided
over representatives of fifteen governments. It secured universal
recognition for the Congo State (which the United States, France,
and Germany, but not Great Britain, had recognized before it
met); and by an exchange of territory with Portugal gave it an
adequate access to the sea. It also prescribed freedom of naviga-
tion and commerce in the Congo basin, and made a number of
important declarations. The five years following this witnessed
the height of the scramble. It is almost surprising that the rival-
ries of the Powers, though productive of critical situations, did
not bring them to blows; but in fact a war in Europe was the one
extreme that they all shunned. Two personalities in particular
wielded a restraining force—Bismarck and Lord Salisbury.
But it was not till after Bismarck's fall that the worst risks
of conflict were brought to an end by the agreements of the
year 1890.
Those signed by Great Britain were three—that of i July with
Germany, that of 5 August with France, and that of 20 August
with Portugal. Taken together they form the most positive
achievement of Lord Salisbury's diplomacy. Perhaps it is an
index of their general fairness that none of them pleased majority
opinion in either of the signatory countries. Viewing all the
transactions together in the broadest way as a European parti-
tion of Africa, one sees certain anomalies. Of six Great Powers
only three obtained valuable portions; it might have eased mat-
ters later if Austria-Hungary had participated, and still more if
Italy had obtained something worth having. Of the successful
three, Great Britain, on the whole, having regard to the very-
preponderant part that her exploration and commerce had taken

